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1 Background to the system
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1.1 Two types of librarians in school

libraries in Japan

Teacher Librarian School Librarian
Teacher librarian
qualification & an-
other Teacher license
required

Substitute by Public li-
brarian qualification or
Unqualified→ The Cer-
tification is created

Schools with 12 or
more classes require

Optional, but 56.3% of
schools

Busy with classroom
work (additional post)

Library work only, but
poor working conditions
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� Full-time teacher librarian is better, but it is
not possible due to cost.
→ Schools instead hire library workers as
clerical staff. → School Librarian

� The qualifications for school librarians have
not been defined in the law.
(To be precise, the “school librarian” itself
was not defined either.)
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2 School Librarian’s Model

Curriculum
� In 2015, the “school librarian” was to be
written into the School Library Act,

� And the Ministry of Education enacted the
“School Librarian’s Model Curriculum” in
2016.
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� This curriculum is expected to;
1. Improving the knowledge and skills of

school librarians,
2. Improving student learning through the

excellent services of school librarians, and
3. Improving working conditions for school

librarians through the recognition of the
need for them.
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The curriculum is as follows:
Original Introduction to School Education
TL Introduction to School Librarianship
L Introduction to Library Service Technology
L Introduction to Library Information Resources
L Introduction to Library Material Organization
L Practicum of Library Material Organization
Original Introduction to School Library Services
Original Introduction to School Library Information

Services
TL School Library for Problem-Solving
TL Character Development Through Reading
TL Subjects from Teacher Librarian Training Program,
L Subjects from (public) Librarian Training Program.

� This curriculum consists of subjects from two
existing programs and original subjects.
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2.1 Positive aspects of the system

� This model curriculum generally includes what
is needed for school librarians.
← School librarianship is a sub-major and it is
not practical to increase the number of
subjects further.
← We know this is lacking in international
standards, but this is the limit for Japan at
present.
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� Easy for universities to establish.
← If a university with the two programs,
adding only three subjects.
→ Offered by 35 universities.
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� Easy for students to get certified.
← Only six additional subjects for students
pursuing public librarian certification.
→ 300-500 people will be certified in a year.
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3 Problems with the model

curriculum
3.1 Difficult to teach, but this can be

solved
� Students who want to be another types of
librarians in the same classroom requires a
variety of methods to manage them.

� This model curriculum revisits the content of
existing course subjects.
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3.2 Fewer continuing education

offerings

� 21,370 (56.3%) schools have a school
librarian.

� But many incumbents are only able to take
the course at four universities,
– Only one distance learning,
– Only one as an intensive course.

� More universities need to be opened to allow
incumbents.
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3.3 Too many universities offer the

curriculum
� There are only about 10 tenured school
librarian positions a year.
← In Japan, if you can’t get a tenure position
after university, you expect a tough life.

� Training 300 full-time students is excessive.
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� The causes of this include the following
– University managements use the model

curriculum as a means of publicizing
student recruitment;

– Many students do not care if they cannot
get jobs as school librarians; and

– Faculty members who teach the model
curriculum also turn a blind eye to these
problems in order to maintain their own
jobs.
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3.4 School librarian certification does

not lead to employment

� The law does not mandate this certification.
→ This librarian certification does not help
people get jobs.
– Only 4/116 school librarians jobs were

available for certified applicants.
– No tenured positions.

� And the certification does not increase
incumbents’ salaries.
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4 Recommendation
4.1 To train several high-quality school

librarians
� Much of that education should be provided to
in-service personnel rather than full-time
students.

� However, the quality of the certifiers should
remain high.
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� There’s a possible diversion of the summer
courses for teacher librarians, but as these
courses are not always taught by lecturers who
specialize in school librarianship.

� Another possibility is to offer online classes in
light of the COVID19 pandemic for fill time
students.
← It is also expected that they will assess the
achievements of students educated online, and
that they will continue to improve the quality
of lectures.
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4.2 How the certification can result in a

well-paid job

� The school librarian certification is still in its
infancy and is not well known.
→ People concerned with school librarianship,
including myself, need to advocate to a variety
of stakeholders.
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� However, The most important thing we do is
to develop quality school librarians.
→ If certification holders are deemed to have
only the same level of competence as
uncertified workers, their employability will not
improve, and the creation of a certification
system will fail.

� To do so, it is crucial that we provide
excellent training and education

� Now is the best time.
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